In this work, we directly observed the reaction distribution formed in a composite cathode of the all-solid-state lithium-ion battery (ASSLIB) LiCoO 2 /Li 2.2 C 0.8 B 0.2 O 3 «Li 2.2 C 0.8 B 0.2 O 3 «PEO«Li during charging by using the two-dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS) at Co K-edge. The two-dimensional mapping of the state of charge in a composite cathode indicated that the reaction distribution was formed during charging process in the in-plane direction due to the disconnection in electron pathway at cracks. It was experimentally confirmed that the 2D-XAS technique was a useful tool for evaluating the reaction distribution in a composite cathode of an ASSLIB and investigating the influence factors for the formation of the reaction distribution.
Introduction
In recent years, the use of a solid-state lithium-ion conducing material for an electrolyte of lithium-ion batteries has attracted much attention because all-solid-state lithium-ion battery (ASSLIB) can achieve a good cyclic performance, but also overcome the thermal instability issue of the conventional lithium-ion batteries. 1) 3) Among them, the bulk-type ASSLIB with composite electrodes are one of promising candidates for the next generation rechargeable batteries since they have a potential of high capacity by increasing the volume of the cathode and thus can be used for the large scale applications, e.g. electric vehicles, and energy storage for the electrical grid. 4)6) However, it has been pointed out that the rapid charging, which is one of important features for the next generation rechargeable batteries, causes the decrease in the battery capacity. 6) One of the possible causes of the capacity loss under the rapid charging is the formation of reaction distribution in the composite electrode. In the composite electrode, the particles of an active material and a solid electrolyte are randomly distributed. Therefore, the ion and electron pathways inside the electrode are complicated. Under the rapid charging, these complex ion and/or electron pathways are considered to interfere with the supply of ions and/or electrons and thus can cause the reaction distribution in the composite electrode.
However, the formation mechanism of reaction distribution in the composite electrode of ASSLIB was not clear yet. Previously, our group developed the two-dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy (2D-XAS) technique to directly evaluate where the reaction took place and how the reaction distribution was formed in the composite cathode of the conventional lithium-ion battery using a liquid organic electrolyte. 7) , 8) This technique can also be useful to evaluate the reaction distribution in a composite cathode of an ASSLIB. In this work, we aimed to establish the experimental method for the direct evaluation of the reaction distribution in a composite cathode of an ASSLIB during charge/ discharge by applying this 2D-XAS technique.
Experimental procedures
2.1 Fabrication of the bulk-type all-solid-state lithium-ion battery
The configuration of the bulk-type all-solid-state lithium-ion battery (ASSLIB) is presented in Fig. 1 . The detailed fabrication procedures of the ASSLIB were described in Ref. 4 prepared by mixing LiCoO 2 (LCO):LCBO = 50:50 wt %. A 10-mm-diameter of LCO/LCBO«LCBO half-cell was pelletized with composite cathode thickness of 100¯m. The surface of composite cathode was coated by Au-film as a current collector. The ASSLIB was assembled with the half-cell of LCO/LCBO« LCBO, a 20-mm-diameter of a poly(ethylene oxide)-based polymer electrolyte film (LiTFSA/PEO = 0.26, Osaka Soda Co., Ltd., Japan), denoted as PEO, and a 15-mm-diameter Li-foil anode. Aluminum and copper current collectors were placed on the surface of the cathode and the anode, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . The PEO polymer film was placed between LCBO solid electrolyte and Li foil anode in order to reduce the interfacial resistance between the two components.
X-ray Absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
The state of charge (SOC) of LCO was evaluated by measuring the peak top energy of the Co K-edge X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectrum of LCO. In Fig. 2 , Co K-edge XANES spectra of LCO specimens having the lithium content of x = 1.00.4 are given. The LCO specimens in this figure were prepared as references by electrochemically charging LiCoO 2 in the batteries using a liquid organic electrolyte. The detailed experimental procedures for the preparation and the XAS measurements of the reference specimens were provided in our separated paper.
8) It was clearly exhibited that the peak top energy of the Co K-edge XANES spectra was shifted to higher photon energy with increasing the SOC of LCO. The results in Fig. 2 show that the SOC of LCO and the peak top energy of Co K-edge XANES spectra have a one to one relationship. This relationship can be used to estimate the SOC of LCO at the desired position in the composite electrode from the XANES spectra observed at corresponding position.
Figures 3(a)3(c) illustrate the procedures of the twodimensional SOC mapping in the composite cathode of the ASSLIB. To draw up the two-dimensional SOC mapping in the composite cathode, X-ray transmission measurements were carried out at the Co K-edge using a synchrotron radiation at the synchrotron beamline BL37XU, JASRI, SPring-8, Japan. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , X-ray with the beam size of 650 © 636 m entered from the surface of the composite electrode and the intensity of the transmission X-ray was measured by a twodimensional CCD detector with a spatial resolution of 6.5 © 6.5 m. The photographing of the X-ray transmission image was repeated while varying the photon energy near the Co K-edge. Then, XANES spectrum in each 6.5 © 6.5¯m area was obtained by plotting the X-ray absorbance in the corresponding area as a function of the photon energy, and then the peak top energy was determined from the obtained XAS spectra [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Since the peak top energy of Co K-edge XANES spectra reflects the SOC of LCO, the two-dimensional mapping of the peak top energy corresponding to the SOC mapping could be finally obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The total observation area was 4550 © 2755 m around the center of the composite electrode, which was composed of 7 © 5 images with the size of 650 © 551¯m. In order to visualize the reaction distribution in the composite cathode of the ASSLIB during charging, the 2D-XAS measurements were carried out every hour during the charging. Charging was controlled by the potentio/galvanostat (VersaSTAT 4, AMETEK Inc., USA), and carried out at 100°C with the constant current of 50¯A and the cut-off voltage of 4.2 V. Figure 4 displays the charging curve of the ASSLIB under charging current of 50¯A. The circles on the charging curve indicate the points when the 2D-XAS measurements were performed. First, the 2D-XAS measurement was performed with the composite electrode in the pristine state [point (a)]. After that, the battery was electrochemically charged for 1 h, and subsequently Fig. 3 . Procedures of the visualization of the state of charge mapping by using the two-dimensional X-ray absorption spectroscopy; (a) the overview of the experimental setup, (b) the photographing of transmission X-ray images while scanning the photon energy in the Co K-edge, and (c) drawing up of the two-dimensional mapping of the peak top energy, i.e. the state of charge. Figure 5(a) displays the surface of the composite electrode in the ASSLIB after charging. The aluminum current collector was placed on the left side of the surface of the electrode. For 2D-XAS measurements, the observed area was around the center of the composite electrode, which was surrounded by the black square in Fig. 5(a) . It was found that several cracks existed on the surface of composite cathode, which was probably caused the mechanical press applied during the charge for ensuring the contact between the electrodes and the electrolytes or by the volume change of the electrode during the charge. Figure 5(b) shows the distribution mapping of Co. This figure was obtained by taking the ratio between transmission intensities at the photon energy higher and lower than the Co K-edge absorption energy, i.e. I 7740 at 7740 eV to I 7700 at 7700 eV, I 7700 . The size of each observed area was 6.5 © 6.5¯m. If there are no Co atoms in observed area, I 7740 is almost equal to I 7700 . Thus the ratio of I 7740 to I 7700 is equal to 1. On the other hand, if Co atoms exist in a 6.5 © 6.5¯m area, I 7740 becomes higher than I 7700 . Therefore, the ratio of I 7740 to I 7700 becomes smaller than 1. The more Co atoms exist, the smaller value the ratio of I 7740 to I 7700 takes. In Fig. 5(b) , the area with smaller ratio of I 7740 to I 7700 was colored in blue while the area with larger ratio was colored in red. It is considered that this Co-distribution mapping gave the distribution of LiCoO 2 in the composite electrode. In this figure, 7 © 5 scanning images were taken, and the total observed area was 4550 © 3180¯m. In the horizontal direction, each scanning image was connected without any spaces. On the other hand, there was a space between each scanning image in the vertical direction. The distance of the space in the vertical direction was approximately 2/3 time of the height of each scanning image. It was found that the Co-distribution in Fig. 5(b) can be divided into three different areas; area (1) is the left top, area (2) is the left bottom, and area (3) is the right side of the observation area. In the area (1), the LCO concentration was high, and in contrast, the area (2) had low LCO concentration. In the area (3), the transmission X-ray signal was largely obstructed by the copper current collector which was placed underneath this area and this made the LCO concentration in the area (3) seemingly low. Figure 6 (a) shows the SOC mapping in the composite cathode in the pristine state. In the SOC mapping, blue and red colors indicated low and high SOC, respectively. In the following discussion, the observation area was divided into 3 areas, namely the areas (i)(iii). At the pristine state, the SOC of composite electrode was homogeneously low. However, the seemingly high SOC region was observed in the form of green and orange lines. Compared to Fig. 5(a) , these lines corresponded to cracks on the composite cathode surface, and thus this signal was considered as artifacts. Figures 6(b)6(d) show the absorption spectra around the peak top energy at the Co K-edge in the areas (i)(iii), respectively. The absorption spectra of the area (i) and the area (ii) showed a clear peak, and thus the SOC of LCO could be correctly determined from the peak top energy. On the other hand, the intensity of the absorption spectra in the area (iii) was significantly low [ Fig. 6(d) ] and the peak could hardly be observed. This suggested that the SOC in the area (iii) could not be correctly determined. Therefore, in the following discussion, the SOC only in the areas (i) and (ii) will be discussed.
Result and discussion
Figures 7(a)7(h) show the temporal change of the SOC mapping. The mappings were taken at the pristine state, after charging for 15 h, at the cut-off voltage, and at 12 h after the voltage cutoff, respectively. The visible light gradient represents the difference of the SOC in the LCO composite cathode; i.e. the blue and the red colors indicate the low and high SOC region, respectively. Figure 7 (a) shows the SOC mapping at the pristine state, which is the same as the areas (i) and (ii) in Fig. 6(a) . In Figs. 7(b)7(g), the temporal SOC mappings indicated that the reaction initially took place at the bottom part of the area (i) which was near the current collector. The reaction then proceeded to the top part of the area (i). On the other hand, in the area (ii), which was located across the crack from the current collector, the SOC was constantly lower during the charging process. It is considered that the disconnection of electron pathway due to the crack obstructed the reaction in the area (ii). As already mentioned, the observed 
